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Artist entry specifications




WHAT is analogue to digital exhibition?
An exhibition  featuring  the works of Artists from around Australia and  more specifically Victoria.
They will be asked to interpret their views of the topic
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL in any way they see  fit.

WHEN?
14th October.
Doors open 5.30 PM

WHERE?
Old Trades Hall View street.

WHY?
We want to give a voice to artists around Victoria!
A platform  for artists to comment on society and  have their opinions heard. A place where  the community of Bendigo and  abroad can  engage with the thinkers  of tomorrow,  network  with the movers and  shakers and share  concerns and  discuss issues with the influential people of the future. Leaders of today  will NEED to attend this exhibition  to network  and  connect with the members of the community who are one step ahead
of the pack, pushing forward  into uncharted territory and  having their opinions heard!

We KNOW there  are many  talented people
out there  and  we want to broadcast them  to the rest  Australia and  the WORLD.
 How to enter......
1 — Create your artwork  in absolutely any medium. We want a huge  variety in entrants so don’t hesitate to use  an alternative or experimental medium. Remember that  we have  to be able to exhibit these artworks by mounting on a wall, if you see  any prob- lems in your artwork  being  presented like this then
please contact us first. (We will be very accommodat- ing within our limits.)

2 — Please send us a photograph or low res digital file of your artwork  by the 26th Aug NO BIGGER than
5mb to, a2d.exhibition@gmail.com

3 — Have your artwork  selected by our team  and your artwork  exhibited in the exhibition.  We do have restrictions on the amount of artwork  we can  display and  we do not guarantee that  your artwork  will be dis- played. We will do everything possible to have  every persons artwork  displayed!

Things to remember
—Digital file no bigger  than  5MB to a2d.exhibition@gmail.com before  26th Aug (reply will be sent  to confirm successful submission)

— Include  your name, address, contact phone num- ber and  short  description about artwork.

— Sending/delivery of artwork  will be at the cost of the artist.



Artists who’s artwork  are chosen to be displayed will be notified withing one week  of due  date. It is important that artists understand it is their responsibility to either deliver artworks at designated drop off spot  (to be established at a later date.)  Or to mail the artworks within the due  time (to be established.) Delivery and  mailing of artworks will be at the artists own cost. Flare aims to be as accommodating as possible.
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